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For millennia, the Bible has remained one of the most significant products
of human civilization, but if you’ve ever tried to read or study it, you’re no doubt
familiar with the impending sense of dread that comes along with attempting to
understand scripture and verse; with its different interpretations, wide-ranging
meanings, and sometimes vague, oblique references, the Good Book is often more
difficult to decipher than old stereo instructions. Over the years, many a Sunday
School teacher, pastor, and Biblical scholar has made noble attempts to frame its
contents in the proper context, but they continue to have their work cut out for
them - and teacher must often become pupil time and again in order to gain an
updated understanding of the material him/herself.
Never fear, though; throughout the pages of Learn To Study The Bible,
author and pastor Andy Deane provides the solution to the chief problem that’s
plagued would-be Bible scholars for years: how do you tackle one of the most
influential - yet often inaccessible - works in the history of the world in order to
take advantage of the wealth of knowledge and inspiration contained therein?
Simple: by trying a broad range of different approaches. Deane’s informative
volume doesn’t provide one sure-fire way to study Biblical scripture - it offers
several, including everything from performing writing exercises to creating minibooks to making graphs. Furthermore, Learn To Study The Bible contains helpful
illustrations and study aids and is crafted in simple, straightforward language,
adding to its appeal to readers of all ages, regardless of your particular learning
style.
The most salient aspect of Deane’s opus, though, is that it emphasizes the
importance of the reader developing a personalized plan for approaching Bible

study. As with all things, effective learning is best accomplished through the
absorption of knowledge on personal terms; in other words, the more personal the
process of gaining information, the more likely that information is to be retained,
and the techniques offered by Learn To Study Bible succeed in bringing that
theory to life.
Insightful and enlightening, Learn To Study The Bible belongs on the
shelves of Biblical scholars worldwide - whether casual or professional in their
pursuits, they can only benefit from applying its invaluable methods to their
ongoing efforts. Highly recommended.

